1201

From:
Sent:

18/0812021 9:23:13AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 09:23
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Will
Last name
Cannon
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2577
Submission
There are enough coal mines in Australia. No need to destroythe valuable and pristine agricultural land around R4stone. The town has grown
since 2013 that I hae known it because people like it as it is . No coal mine so dose to this area please.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 9:40:35 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 09:40
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Phoebe
Last name
Coyne
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Stanmore
Submission
Dear DPlERE Hawkins Rumker areas PRIA
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now
Are you fucking kidding? On the tail of:
outcomes of IPCC's Sixth Assessment Report,
- The hottest July recorded on record globally- July2021
- Justice fVbrdecai Bromberg's finding of Environment Mnisters Duty of Care- in relation to Federal Mnister Ley in Relation to \fvhiteha'en Coal's
Proposal in Gunnedah (similarly within New South Wales)
- Pressure from British, American and other compatriots globallyto remediate our global national "losership" status, and mitigate bytaking decisi ve
action on the end of fossil fuels and coal extraction to decisively respond to Climate Change Seriously
- Summer Fires in June, July, August Syria, Turkey, Canada, France, Greece, The US,
- catastrophic Floods in Julyand August 2021 Western Europe, Africa, Asia
- New South Welsh ongoing anthropocentric and ecological recoveryfrom Extreme weather events Bushttres Summer 2019/2020; flooding March
2021
- Earth Overshoot Dayreceding to 29 July2021
- Antarctica reaching record High Temperature 18.3 deg Celrtus
-

The conservative CO,ALition Governments of the State of New South Wales and Federal 46th Parliament of Australia seem to thinkthatwe are ins
renaissance period of the early 19th Centuryin relation to Burning the last hours ofAicient Sunlight available as a Mning Resource in Australia AT
M5SSIVE NON-FINANCIAL ECONOMC SUBSIDY, born, and unauthorised bytwqayers at a rate of $19686 AMNUTE. There IS NO ECctJOMC
CASE for the net cost of mining, production, and the subsequent ecological Loss and Damage mitigation from a globally Warming Climate.
The New South Wales Government NEEDS TO DECLARE ACLIM/fTE E1VERGENCY NOW, like the UK and Scottish Governments have done
already, and actually repons ively adapt policyto refectthe implications of lit/tag through anymore unbearably burning Australian summer Bushfire
seasons.
This proposition for Coal exploration is beyond a fucking joke, and at national fossil fuel subsidies calculated at $19686 a minute byAustralian
taxpayers, is beyond economical lyfeas i ble, and is highly economically irrational.
New South Wales Government NEEDS TO DECLARE THE END OF FOSSIL FUEL, CtiL AND GAS MINING, INVESTrvENT, INVESTIGATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE IMVEDIATELY.
THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING, and reputationally, Australia is alreadythe Global Climate loser. At this rate of catastrophic overt, state
sanctioned climate and ecological destruction, it will onlytake 10-15 years for the International Criminal Court to ratify Ecocide as a Crime. NSW
Environment Mister Fvtatt Kean has PCTUPLLYhad some marginally reasonable and proactive statements to make about Ern/ronmental
Protection The ICC can subsequentlyand retrospectivelytake Misters Ley, Howard, Abbott,Berejiklian, Fvbrrison, and the whole host of overt
Climate and Ecological vandals for ecocide comes. Their time will come.
Phoebe Coyne
Stanmore N5W2048
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 9:38:16 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 09:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Wendy
Last name
Carruthers
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Hallidays Point NSW2430
Submission
I'm submitting this as a personal objection. As a person who has passed that area manytmes on mywayto Mjdgee to msitfamily, there is no
other place on earth as beautiful and rich as this area, full of breathtaking scenery, wonderful Australian wildlife and precious indigenous culture.
This area and other areas in Australia should be left alone, we don't need another coal mine, we are learning, I hope, from our mistakes, and start
introducing more renewable energy Our children and their children need to be left with so much more than this!
Please, please stop this downward spiral of moneygrabbing destruction of our beautiful Australia. Climate change is veryreal and is happening to
all of us right now! You have the powerto stop this destruction and sae us all, please stop them and startto build a betterfuture for all ofus, so we
can get back to what we were so pri4leged to have before.
Thank you for your time and effort in this matter and please choose the nghtwayforward for us all, and not justfor the money hungrygrabbing
selfish minority.
Regards
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/08/2021 8:22:16 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 08:22
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
AM
Last name
george
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2133
Submission
To whom it may concern:
I realise the sbdh IPCC report was released after this submission was opened. I hope the assessment panel for this submission will give the
IPCC report the weight it deserves and therefore abandon any idea of further coal exploration.
Secondly, without the permission of the \Mradyjri people whose land will be impacted by such exploration, nothing should proceed.
Sincerely
AM George
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 8:16:42 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 -08:16
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Sara
Last name
Craig
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
tvhrrick.dle 2204
Submission
I feel that the opening of any new coal mines in our state is totally irresponsible and I am deeplyworried that the state government would een
consider this The recentlyreleased 6th IPCC report illustrates the climate emergencythat is facing mychildren, mycommunityand ALL mankind
Renewables are the future and make economic sense. Wiyare we one one of the few rich nations in the world still extracting coal?
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 7:53:44 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 07:53
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Kundabung 2441
Submission
Pltention;Director Energyand Resources Policy,
Dear Sir/bbdam,
Mgname is
and lam a frequent 4sitorto the Rlstone District and I was shocked to recentlylearn that mining exploration is proposed in
this area of natural beauty agricultural importance and Aboriginal Cultural significance.
During the recent 2019/2020 bushfires,the NSW GM spent an incredible sum of moneyto protect the RARE and ENDANGERED \NOLLOM
PINES,and through these heroic actions the trees were spared from certain anhialation,yet now mining exploration is proposed right nest to The
\/\tullomi National Park.WTF.
This is beaurocratic bungling at its best!!!!!
The economyof the township of Rystone is highlydependant on Tourism and Agriculture.
In myopinion ANYmining operation in the close prosimityto the town and the afore mentioned National park would be EXtREtuELY
DETRUVENTAL.
Wth our planet now warming at an ALARMNG RATE,and many RESPONSIBLE
nations getting out of the fossil fuel industries not only/or climatic reasoris,but also economicit reallyseems absurd that our goAs still wantto go
down that road!! Qilythis week BHP has announced that it will not be further investing in fossil fuels buttuming its attention to FOOD
PRODUC110N.
There is a lot at stake here,the en'Aronment,qualityof human life in Rylstone,and the future of our planet,so as I see it there is NO REASON for
mining to be considered in Ryistone.
Kind regards
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:15:56 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 -07:15
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2902
Submission
I, and

are deepl y oppos ed to this project.

I used to work directlyin the coal mining industryand strongly believe and know this is onlya shortterm gain for a limited few, with deastating long
term impacts to our people, countryand globe.
It has the potential to have devastating impacts on
The health of residents due to air, soil, water and noise pollution
The likelihood of farmers and small business owners
Water security, affecting the catchments of manytowns and communities
Threatened fora and fauna, including riparian meadows and swamp grasslands
Significant aboriginal art and ceremonial sites

But perhaps the most pressing reason the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration should not go ahead is because the extraction of coal from this area
will directly contradict efforts to reduce global CO2 emissions in time to avert an escalating climate crisis. Aclimate crisis that is alreadyhere: we
witnessed itfrst-hand in the Wollemi, part of the veryregion you mean to "explore", during the devestaling fires of 201 9-2021 -and across the east
coast of,Australia
This needs to be considered holistically. Please hear the voices of the people.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:14:25 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 07:14
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ccnagh
Last name
Lyizaat-Reid
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
2602
Submission
Please refer to most recent IPCC report for reasons against deseloping a new coal mine.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 7:14:06 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 07:14
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Richard
Last name
Swain
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
2630
Submission
Hawkins Rumker PRiASubmission: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Prepared by Richard Swain Traditional Custodian Dabee Wradjuri Country
, Numeralla, N5W2630
August 2021

riname is Richard Swain and lam a Descendant of the Dabee Wradjuri Apical Ancestors of the area cosered bythe Hawkins Rumker proposal. I
am a Member of the Natiw The Claimants Group cosering the area proposed and a Traditional Custodian.
I stronglyoppose that the proposed exploration areas are opened for exploration under the Strategic Framework and request that the At'Asory
Board recommend against release of the proposed areas.
I oppose the Hawkins Rumker proposal due to the potential risks of destroyng or harming the manysboriginal heritage sites alreadyknown in the
area and destroying or harming the Land and waters of my people.
There are current1y28 publiclylisted Aboriginal cultural sites in the proposed Hawkins and Rumker release areas7, sixin the Hawkins area and 22
in the Rumker area, It should be noted thatthis is a gross underestimation of the number of sites in the area Fvtsnyfurther Significant Sites haw
been identified and Artefacts found, these are in the process of being proUded to AHlN.
INTRODUCTION
Yindyamarra is a keywayof being for the Wradjuri peoples, to respect and honour everything. Yindjwmarra is interconnected with identity,
belonging, culture, spirituality, language, law and kinshiplO.
Aboriginal peoples relationship with the land is based on respect: the land has cared forAboriginal peoples: Aboriginal peoples haw cared for
land in return. Each Aboriginal person is entrusted with the knowledge and responsibilityto care fortheir Country. The deep relationship with
Country means that disrespect, damage or destruction of Countryleads to negatke impacts on the health and wellbeing of/boriginal peoples.
INTERGENERATION/zL TRAUMA
Over centuries, Australian colonists have eroded Aboriginal culture and identitywith Australia's various abhorrent laws, including the 1901
Constitution, which did not recognize our First Nations peoples as human beings until the 1967 Referendum, the state sanctioned remowl of my
familyfrom traditional land and the land granted to non Aboriginal pastoralists, the state sanctioned massacres of myfamily, the state sanctioned
forced labour inflicted on myfamilyand the forced remosal of children under the Assimilation Policy.
As a Traditional Custodian I feel stronglythat the Hawkins Rumker proposal contributes to the ongoing cycle of intergenerational trauma.
INTERCONNECTEDNESS OF CULTURAL SITES
The Traditional Custodians and Aboriginal Community members believe that sites are interconnected and not isolated entities. Each site
represents onlyone part of a bigger picture. If you find an artefact, for example, the shard of a knife, it is notjust an artefact. Bylooking at the
surrounding landscape (reading Country), and looking at the food sources, water sources and surrounding landscape, one can connect that
artefact to the larger storyof who was there and what theydid:
Mning operations of any kind, risk disturbing sites. Fvbing, damaging, or destroying one site, destroys the meaning of the sites and their
interconnectedness:
You cannot simplymoAe an artefact for safe keeping during mining operations and then put it back afterwards in the altered landscape; the
meaning of sites are lost in altered landscapes.
Destroying sites orCountryhas an enormous negati'e impactatthe indhduaI and community level:
CONTINUED EROSION OF CULTURAL SITES
Songlines are an important partof/boriginal culture and hase been passed down from generation to generation for tens of thousands of hears.
Theynotonlymap trawl routes, buttalkofthe Creation events, the connectedness between places, and the ceremonies associated with those
placesl2. When land routes are blocked or changed, the Songlines are broken.
Mning operations have already significantly impacted the Wradjuri people's Culture, lrrewrsible damage to Countrythrough altered landscapes
has also resulted in deastating loss to Cultural sites.
DESECRATION OF ANCESTRAL RESTING GROUNDS
There has been approxmatelyse'en to eight non-Aboriginal generations in Australia since colonization. Yet there are thought to be approximately
3000 generations of Aboriginal peoples in Australia. Anew mine would add to the already countless Ancestors and familyof mine who have
alreadybeen disturbed.
PSYCHOLOGICAL lrvP/CTS
The news of the proposed Hawkins Rumker land release areas for coal mining had far reaching negatiw effects on the social and emotional
wellbeing of myself and the local Wradjuri people:
Ingrained in Aboriginal culture is the responsibilityto care for Countryfor future generations. Needing to protect Countryand culture from the
impacts of the Hawkins Rumer proposal placed a heaWburden onus to take action. The impact on the Wradjuri people if theywere to suffer even
more disruption or destruction to Country is too painful to contemplate.
DAMAGE TO COUNTRY/ND WATER
lam deeplyworried that Mning Operation will hase a heaimpact on our Waterways and Swamps. The area under the PRlAhas been drought
affected fora long period and water resources are already hecalyimpacted byfarming practices.
Traditional Owners believe subsidence from Mning practices affect the Newnes Plateau area and fearthatthe Hawkins Rumker Mning Proposal
could equally affect the waterways swamps and chal ecological hanging swamps in this area.
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CONCLUSION
I strongly oppose the proposed Hawkins Rum kerpotential release areas for the following reasons:
• Disproportionate impacts on the Wradjuri peoples through the disruption and or destruction of cultural sites;
• Negative impact on Wradjuri peoples' culture and wellbeing seeing more Songlines broken
• Negati'e impact on wellbeing to the Wradjuri peoples seeing Country altered or destroyed
• Reinforcement of the eadusion of Aboriginal peoples from accessing their cultural heritage;
• Continued intergenerational trauma.
• Unsustainable use of water and negative affect on swamps and waterways in a drought affected area.
The level of community opposition to the Hawkins Rumker potential proposed release area with concerns raised regarding the impacts Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage and negative impact to wellbeing due to damage or destruction of Country and culture, clearly indicate that asocial license to
operate for this project has not been achieved.
I believe as a Custodian that this proposal places our Country and Water at unacceptable risk Further Mning in the area puts the birthrights of a
clean and safe errAronment at risk and affects the lives of our children and our children's children.
laskthat Traditional Custodians of the land in the Hawkins and Rumker areas should be represented on the DPIE team orAd'rsoryBoard.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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1210

From:
Sent:
18/0812021 7:08:37 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 07:08
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Holly
Last name
Preston
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2627
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
Holly Preston
Jindabtne N5W2627
ilffihllffiP-Z1104i

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons and/or how itwill impactme are outlined below
lam 39 hears of age and hae been Itang in //siting the area for 39 hears. Mjfamilyhaw a long historyin the area, particulartyMidgee and
Kandos. lam disappointed to know of the possibilityfor wçrioration of mining in the area. Partlydue to climate considerations but also the damage
this will cause to aboriginal sites, the landscape and the local community.
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the gowrnment can assure that anyfüture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect natiw vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communitywlues" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
Community consultations were ad'ertised for 29 and 30 July2021, hat the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021 The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification pro/ded were one-off ad'wrtisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rt4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receie their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these lobe held in rdkidgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to ha'e consultation with a population of near1y3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Gceernmentwill weight and e'wluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes pubIiclyaailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'Jding frank and independent adAice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
Worldwide trend to moe to sustainable energysources'
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Gcaernment describes one of its four actions is
supporting diwrsification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out oftherrnal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This hear, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.
Water
One of the greatestthreats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslO, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forewr.
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Open cut and underground coal mines haw caused water contamination and haw destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways.
The Ry1stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Midgee may also be negatieIyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW bioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cow Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There area significant number of aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cceer approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and producti'e agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive groves, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the f ow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nextfl'e years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAistralia.
Justthe threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyheppened in nearbyUlan, Weller and Bytong.
The cost of kIng, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWvehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyverypoor and theyare not suited to increased or heayeload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, siolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are alreadybeing felt as people experience anetyand stress aboutthe threat to their region28 and economic stability.
Yours sincerely,
Holly Preston
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/08/2021 4:49:54 #1st

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 04:49
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
m
SuburblTown & Postcode
96123
Submission
Hello Director of Energy and Resources Policy,

I have been isiting the Rstone area for several sears now.

If coal mining were allowed in the area, I would no longervsit M'primaryreason fortravelling is the pristine natural beautyof the area as well as
the peace and quiet that's possible to experience and enjoythere.

lam concerned aboutthe myriad impacts of coal mining on the region. Fvbre specifically, lam opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being
opened for coal exploration and believe it needs to be stopped now.

In addition to all of the other manifest dangers of mining, there are significant risks to the local economy.

1. Given the threats to water, it is likelythat the future of farming could be compromised and productive agricultural lands jeopardized. In the area I
sisit, the farmland is ubiquitous and beautiful. I would hate to see that landscape unnecessarily marred.
2 Tourism is the engine that supports a number of local businesses, particularlythe restaurants that I enjoyeverytime I 'isit. As I have already
stated, mining could devastate local tourism. I have no interest in sisiting a mining town and I doubt others would either.
Though the government has made assurances that measures would be put in place to protect local resources, its own report on the Hawkins
Rumker region was inaccurate (misstating that there were no Aboriginal objects in the area and that there was no fauna threatened bythe
exploratory proposal). What reason do we have to believe that anyfurther protections for the region are being taken as seriouslyas theyshould be?
With so much potential for loss and no future in coal, as has been made obstous worldwide (c.f. the G7 agreement to end government support for
new coal power bythe end of this year and the International EnergyPgencVs call for an immediate ban on new oil, coal, and gas development) and
even in forecasts from Australia's own Reserve Bank, it simply makes no sense to continue along this path.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 1:45:13#M

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 -01:45
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town Postcode
&
Waterford
Submission
This is unnecessary. In a time when you can turn on the news and see at least three natural disasters on an international level it is unthinkable that
those who witness the destruction would seek to further it This is after almost the whole east coast of Australia was on fire prior to Coad and
without enough recoveryfunds or infrastructure in place there are still those recovering from its fallout.
The en'ironmental cost and the consequent negative health impacts would severely impact quality of life Exacerbating the conditions in which fire
can thrive leads to increased health care costs in terms of asthma and treatments for smoke inhalation, further burdening an alreadyunder
resourced health care system.
tvbneywould be better spent on solutions to global heating and mitigation of its effects. The short term economic benetit for a limited number of
people does notwarrant the desecration of land Especrallywhen it causes more long term harm to health, enironment and economy.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 18/0812021 1:20:36 #1st
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 -01:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ain
Last name
Finegan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2037 and 2848
Submission
To the NSW Department of Planning and Environment,
lam writing to voice myopposition to the proposal to release the Hawkins and Rumker areas, located about 30 km east of Mdgee NSW, for coal
exploration.
Given the recent report of the IPCC the world needs less fossils fuels, not more. On these grounds alone more coal exploration should not go
ahead, and certainly not in a region alreadysuffenng the ravages of coal mining of the nearby Hunter Valleyand, even closer, the endless
expansions of coal mines around M.idgee and Byfung, not to mention around Lithgow, the Capertee Valley, and Clandulla.
This region has suffered enough from coal mining, and further mines will discourage the recently expanding tourism industry and those moving
into the area for a lifestyle change. Ganguddy-Dunns Swamp, the Capertee Valleyand Gardens of Stone are increasingly popular tourist
destinations and regions of outstanding natural beautyand natural capital (home of the \iVollemi pine).
I strongly urge you instead to support initiatives like the wind farm at nearby Crudine Ridge, not far from Kandos and Rstone, and to promote
supplementary battery storage for the local grid, and complementary solar farms.
Best regards,
Ann Finegan
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 11:01:12 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 23:01
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Peter
Last name
Simmons
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Bathurst 2795
Submission
We escape with our children to walk in the Hawkins Rumker wilderness. It's beautiful and important and should be protected from all forms of
development.
Wth all that we know about coal and alternative energysources in 2021, the thought of mining for coal and is worse than absurd.
Protect this wilderness for our children and their children.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

18/0812021 12:20:33 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 18/08/2021 - 00:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Stephen
Last name
Langford
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Paddington
Submission
Just stop the coal mining exploration.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:39:36 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 23:39
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Hans-Josef
Last name
lvtuuw
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Suny Hit ls 2010
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
Hans-Josef kbuw
SurryHills NSW2010

SurryHills, 17th of Agust 2021
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
Dear Sirs,
I am opposing the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
There are several reasons for myopposition
- Issues with the process
The REF that the Gowmment prepared is flawed. It ignores Aboriginal sacred places in the area, and threatened fauna and fauna. Furthermore
notices for community consultation were only issued recently, which doesn't proAlde enough time for the communityto form their own independent
opinion. About this complex proposal.

- International tendencyto mow awayfrom coal
ruNnycountries have made the decision to mow in the future awayfrom coal as energysource. Therefore the need for coal will decline, and there is
no need to establish new coal mining.
Even the NSWGosernment has plans to support the phasing out of thermal coal mining.

- Protection of water
The area has many natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining will most likely haw significant impacts on the water resources in this area.

- Protection of Flora and Fauna
The area contains a huge amount of endangered fora and fauna species which could be lost. Waterways would most likelybe disturbed /
destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.

- Protection of Aboriginal Heritage
The area contains a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites, which would be put on risk. Australia has a national dutyto protect these sites.

- Impact on local economy
The planned mining actiities would convert huge areas to coal mines. This will result in the loss of agricultural lands. Mnes provide revenue to
governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, but the flow of moneyto local businesses and local communities is generally minimal or not
existent.

Best regards,
Hans-Josef thuve

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:19:29 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted onlue,17/08/2021-23:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Maxine
Last name
Palmerson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Kensington, 3031
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta NSW2124

NJtwne Palmerson
Kensington, \IC 3031

17/08/2021

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M>'reasons and/or how itwill impactme are outlined below.

lam 21 sears of age and have been visiting the area for at least 15 years.

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. It does not accurately represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and
it also states there are no declared Aboriginal places or known Aboriginal objects in the area, and no threatened flora and fauna. One questions
how the government can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include 'strict environmental management conditions to protect native
vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communityvalues" , when their own exploration process couldn't get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, recommended that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment has
been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumkerfor a year, but theyonlyissued notices for community consultation in June
2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were those people who own land within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Ppartfrom
this, the onlyothernotittcations provided were one-off advertisements in a couple of newspapers. This is not notityng the nearty3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rh/stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. V\thywould these people not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when theyreceive theirwaterfrom the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meetings were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mjdgee How could this possibly
be a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Governmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyavailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank, clear and independent advice to a minister
and noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more viable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Wing in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
helping to diversifycoal-reliant regional economies in order to assist with the phasing out of thermal coal mining.
75% of Australia's coal is exported to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed others in a worldwide trend and committed to
move awavfrom fossil fuels. which will result in decreased demand for coal.
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This sear, the G7 has committed to end publics upport for unabated coal generation by end of 2021
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050

Water
One of the greatest threats this poses is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Esploration and
mining can have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11 and once the
water is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways
The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto Mjdgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Water is life. iAlthoutwater, there are no communities, there is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with

Flora and Fauna
utunyendangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities could be lost. NSWBioNet has recorded 293
threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to fish habitats and threatens fish species being lost
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an ugly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amasrng World Heritage area on
our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
The loss of these sites is a loss of culture and ongoing historyand this would be devastating.
Significant sites have aireadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas ccwer approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines, in fact they generally avoid them. The local economywould
suffer greafiywtien the area can no longer boast its natural beautyor resources.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostiyforeign) owners, however, the flow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas. How can we expect to be rebuilding our economy after the deastating impact of the pandemic, if our money isn't men staying in the
country.
Mining is specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAistralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away— even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, \lVollar and Bylong.
The cost of ltang, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns are abandoned once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and
unemployment rises, along with it associated issues such as crime. This is the very reason strategies such as transitioning communities
dependent on coal mining in NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Air, water, soil and noise pollution do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The quality of our roads is alreadyvery poor and theyare not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put money into fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaysearthmovng equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, siolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience ans]etyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.

I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely, ribsirie Palmerson

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 11:31:53 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 23:31
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
M1y
Last name
Fairall
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
0810
Submission
To whom it may concern,
I vehementlyobject this coal mining lease going ahead for a multitude of reasons, not least for the fact that any new coal or gas exploration at this
time in our history is horrendously irresponsible for the future of the planet
The area of the proposed mine lease borders over 100km of World Heritage-listed VVollemi National Park, home to the prehistoric and protected
\Mdlemi Pine. In the bushltres of 2019/20, we came so incrediblyclose to losing this precious species. Apossible mine close byto the national
park has huge potential to damage the habitat of the Wollemi Pine, putting it at unnecessary risk.
Arecent surseyof these possible lease areas found 28 threatened species call this area home, including the Spotted tailed quoll and Regent
honeheater. There are also dons of Aboriginal heritage sites in the area that stand to possiblybe lost
Finallythe proposed areas forthese leases take in gravel roads thatform part of the Blue Fvbuntains 1000 biking trail, which is currenllyurider
construction, and would become a major tourist drawcard to the area, which could supplymore sustainable jobs.
Please consider the greater ecafronmental, social, and cultural impacts of opening up these areas to be mined. As far as I can see there are no
benefits that come from this.
Sincerely,
knyFairall
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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17/08/2021 11:07:18 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 23:07
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Rani
Last name
Brown
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2795
Submission
I stronglyobjectto this proposal.
The negative impacts to biodiversityfrom forest loss and coal mining would be catastrophic to the ecos ystems and en'rronmental values of the
Greater Blue MDuntains World Heritage Area (Wollemi Section)
"Ganguddy-Kelgoola" is one of the proposed coal leases bordering the Vtfollemi National Park and Wldemess Area and covers a nationally
significant area of forest in ConcudgyState Forest
The forest is home to nationally listed threatened species, including the critical ly endangered Regent Honeheater, endangered Gossy BlackCockatoo and the endangered Spotted-tailed Quoll.
Ganguddy-Kelgoola coal exploration area includes the catchmentforVibllemi Creek, the Cudgegong river, \Mdden Brook, and Coricudgyand
Blackwater creeks. The Cudgegong River catchment, which includes Rollen Creek montane peat swamp, has rare, unique plants and sphagnum
bogs. These ancient, pristine creeks and rivers that contain unique sandstone pagodas, gorges and mountain tops would be exposed to toxic
runoff from coal mining, coal dust pollution and destroyed byopen cut mining.
The potential coal leases also surround Ganguddy-Dunns Swamp, a significant site to the Aboriginal peoples. New coal mines could cause
Dunn's swamp to lose significant amounts of ground water and potentially be polluted from coal mining toxic spillages.
Wth the local wildlife and biodiversity desastated by2019-2020 Gaspers kbuntain mega fire, it's critically important that we protect our wild places
and native animals from coal mining expansion.
The Greater Blue tvbuntains World Heritage Area (Wollemi) has no buffer zones and is at risk of these coal mines being constructed right up to its
borders - an unacceptable risk to this globally significant UNESCO park.
As Australia faces severe dimate change impacts and biodiversitylosses from deforestation, it cannot afford to mine and deforest these eight state
forests. All these eight proposed coal mines should be added to the National Park Estate to protect pristine catchments and high biodiversity
landscapes for an ensAronmentallysustainable future.
I respectfully request that this proposal does not go ahead.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 11:21:35 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 23:21
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
ruNsvell
Last name
Seppelt
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2151
Submission
lam opposing coal exploration in the Hawkins Rumker area. I hae friends and familyin this area, and I fear the impactthat coal exploration (which
could lead to coal mining) would have on local water sources, wildlife, and the eristronment as a whole, and the resultant impact it would ha'e on
the mental and physical health of mylceed ones. I hate it dude.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:13:59 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted onlue17/08/2021-23:13
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ethan
Last name
Rutledge
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
luNlbourne
Submission
lam againstthe Hawkins Rumker coal exploration as it is a precursor to coal mining and directly impacts aboriginal communities. This coal
exploration is a blatant disregard to the cultural significance of the land and to those who hae been maintaining and caring for said land.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3018
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
As a young high school student you are creating a hostile entronmentthat I have to sur'tve in while you leave the dirst behind you. You are
destroying Australian history- there are a signifcant number ofPboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that
are at risk These sites have a deep personal history to the land and people you intend to bulldo, ruining generations of connection. In
conjunction you are also damaging Native wildlife, local economya and water sources.
This exploration is diabolical.
Please, please, stop this.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 22:53
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Kati
Last name
Watson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Bronte 2024
Submission
lam a mother, grandmother and artist lam writing for mychildren, grandchildren and future generations. I have a strong connection with the
Midgee area. lam deeply concerned about the plan to open the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration. The natural amenity of this area
is a precious resource. So much of the land near Midgee has been damaged bycoal mining and the Goulbum River in particular has been
impacted by nearby mining at Ulan. In this time of climate change marked bycatastrophic fires, droughts and floods it seems unconscionable to
consider something that would further damage our precious en'Aronment both locallyand globally. The short term economic gains from potential
coal mining are nothing compared to the already occurring economic damage wrought by climate change. The recent IPCC report indicates that we
must urgently curb our greenhouse gas production ifwe are to avoid imminent climate disaster and unpredictable tipping points. It is a crime
against humanityand nature to continue to explore ways of extracting more coal from our country.
Please do not release the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 10:06:52 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 22:06
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Lame
Last name
Scarpinato
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Cooma 2630
Submission
This land belongs to myfamilyand I do not believe that anyform of coal exploration or mining should go ahead on or around this land. It is
sensiti'e with pristine waters and has a lot of traditional sites and artefacts and has deep connections to its traditional owners.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 10:46:50 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 22:45
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jess
Last name
Lu
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Flemington
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
Jessica Lu
Flemington, 3031
17/08/2021

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons are outlined below.
The gowrnment ensured that anyfuture exploration licenses would include: "strict ensironmental management conditions to protect natiw
'Vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communityalues". This is simply incorrect. While it states there is no Aboriginal flora or
fauna, or sections of importance, it is actuallyan area that is incrediblyrich in art and ceremonial sites.
The Department of Planning, Industryand EnJronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a sear,
howewr they only issued notices for community consultation in June 2021. This runs against the IC/C (Independent Commission Against
Corruption) Reports recommendations of community consultancy as the plan is alreadyin full swing.
The coat mine would undoubtedly affect the surrounding areas, however onlythe landowners in the exploration zones were notified a whole two
weeks prior to the proposed consultations, not allowing preparation, notice or surrounding communities to understand the ramifications before
going ahead.
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in rvbdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to hae consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?

N4i main concerns, amongst others are as follows:
The Reserw Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more 'able.
This War, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current leels by2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.
Not ontyis the coal mine a terrible idea economically, it will onlyworsen the effects of the Australian bushfires, like the ones we saw atthe end of
2019/beginning of 2020.
The destroyed waterways would lead to impacts on the local and precious Flora and Fauna. lrreersible damage to a naturally beautiful site.
There are a significant number ofPboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We hae a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites hae alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose theirwater, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
The people in this region hae created a system that is economically sustainable, a circuit of moneyfed rightfully back into the community. No
tourist wants to see a coal mine. Whydestroya trade that brings in Australia well over 50 billion dollars.
Justthe threatof new mines being deeloped decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop inwsting or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and B4ong.
The cost of tino. esoeciallvhousina. is often drisen unto lewIs locals can no lonoer afford, as thev cannot comoete with the hioh waoes miners
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receive. raNking local towns close and businesses suffer.
I wish myname lobe withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: Yes / No
Yours sincerely,
Jess Lu
agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20216:16:11 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 18:16
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
NORTH /"RMCOF
Submission
Please don't take more land awayfrom agriculture for coal. FvNke sustainable businesses not eatractiw short term industries. There are also
heritage sites in the area that are important to look after to fully understand and learn from our history.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20216:13:23 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 18:13
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Laura
Last name
Mdnnes
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2042
Submission
lame regular tourist of this region, and hae close personal ties to this area. lam extremely troubled bythe affectthatthis proposal will hcee on not
onlythe tourism industryin this area but the pristine beautyit offers. To undertake mining so close to wilderness areas is likelyto affect the scenery
and wildlife. The permanent and irrevocable damage that this development poses to the natural wonder of this scenery is not worth any potential
short term gain. Mning developments have not been seen to have long term beneficial impacts on local economies like Rt4estone given the finite
nature of natural resources. Once mining has moved on from the area - we are left with the immense loss of beauty.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20216:11:29 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -18:11
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Bandar Sen Begawan
Submission
No more coal mines, itwill destroythe envronment and natural habitat of the wildlife and animals.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:56
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2329
Submission
I frmlydisagree with the proposed Hawkins Rumker exploration of my Ancestors land as a proud Wradjuri man, and if you start coal mining on my
ancestors land it would impact on the wildlife, water supplyand sacred sites which are estremely important to me.
And this why I strongly disagree.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/20215:46:16 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2565
Submission
I am whementlyopposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. Under the conditions of the climate catastrophe, opening
up more coal mining opportunities is an insult to future generations. There is an immediate need to mcee awayfrom coal mining and coal
powered energy production. Byallowing for new coal exploration, you are sending the message that P&jstralia does not intend to inest in
renewable energy, in achie'ing lower emissions, and does not intend to contribute to the fight against radical and irrewrsible climate change.
Coal exploration does not benefit communities in the long-term. Mnes will have a significant negative impact on the water resources ofa local
area; Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have the potential to destroy biodi'ersityin waterways.
Furthermore, if the water is being used in coal mines, what will happen to the communityduring drought?
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cos Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
Mnes will also impact on First Nations counfryand culture. In a countryalreadydoing the bare minimum to protect the oldest liing cultures on
earth, how can further degradation be justified?
This proposal is antithetical to the longesityofAustralia's natural ecosystems, and fundamentally irresponsible in terms of economic Uability,
en'Aronmental protection, and community benefit
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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1231

From:
Sent: 17/08/20215:46:07 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2329
Submission
I do not agree with this proposal
This is the wrong thing to do to the land in this area and myfamilies sacred Aboriginal land and sites there.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:44:23 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:44
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Claire
Last name
Wood
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Pascoe Vale South 3044
Submission
lam so disappointed to hear aboutthis planned coal exploration. First of all, given the most recent IPCC report, we cannot afford to keep funding
the coal industry. As is stated in the report, the shift to renewables awayfrorn fossil fuels needs to be made immediately- all liing beings and
ecosystems are at great risk. side from the climate emergency, coal exploration and mining is hugely destructive to the environment contaminating water sources, putting creeks further at risk and implementing irreversible landscape changes. Al of this will be greatly detrimental
to the citizens of the region and their regional economy, especiallyfor the tourism industrywhich so manyrelyon. Finally, it is horrendous that
Aboriginal sacred sites are being threatened with destruction bythis project It is embarrassing to continue seeing the government prioritise mines
and moneyowr the culture, historyand spiritualityof our First Nations people. I call on the NSWgovernment to not go ahead with these plans for all
of these incredibly important reasons.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:44:19 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:44
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Joanne
Last name
King
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2780
Submission
Vvhyare we searching for coal, in this era of dimate change? Its a major step backwards rvbneyspent searching fora finite source of energy,
could be better spent on research for altemati'e energysources, and climate change research. The spotted tailed quoll has been declining for
manyyears due to habitat loss, and both open cut and underground coal mining has major impacts on habitats. As an apexpredator, the quoll has
an intrinsic role to playin ecosystem balance.
The regent honeyeater is a critically endangered species found atthis site. It is commonly considered a flagship species within its range, with the
efforts going into its conservation haing positive effects on manyother species that share its habitat
There will be a huge cultural loss with the large number of aboriginal sites found within this range, yet another huge step backwards. The damage
to Ganguddyalone will be a travesty Swamp ecosystems are at risk throughout the country, and swamps are places of enormous biodiwrsity
The damage of coal mining will be irreersible, yetthis government continues to take backward steps in the battle against climate change.
Searching for new coal sources is practically criminal
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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1234

From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 5:31:17PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:31
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
KateTake a minute to gibe a for yeehaw Ganguddy-Dunn's Swamp!\Ne cant visit right now, but they still want to dig for coal down just the road from
it Community Submissions close in two days, and can take as little as two minutes. We can't 'Asit but we ca
Last name
Connor
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2304
Submission
I \A sited nguddy-Dunn's Swamp for the firsttime this year and was struck by this ancient place. I have camped in many national parks around
Australia and believe this to be one of the most beautiful. The only thing I wanted to thi nk about while I was there was all of the feet that have walked
on this land for thousands of years as it just feels like such a special place. I newr really get this feeling when I go to places but I was quite
owrwhelmed.
Please protect this place I would be horrified to think that the impact of mining would change this area. Believe this area needs to be protected and
I would Icee for people to be able to learn more about this place and understand the landforrns and its history.
Do not allow mining exploration in this area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:30:29 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:30
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisation

Name
Arst name
tvNlissa
Last name
Gray
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2830
Submission
Healthy Risers Dubbo
Dubbo N5W2830
BN 11988241202

17th August 2021
Submission
Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
HealthyRisers Dubbo (HRD) is a grass roots community network dedicated to provi ding a strong voice for our local risers, aquifers and wetlands in
the rulirray-Darling Basin for the benefit of wildlife, plants and people. We payour respects to Elders past and present, and acknowledge thatthis
land was never ceded.
HRD is stronglyopposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration.
Water:
The 2017-2019 droughtwas the most severe on record. The area almost ran out of asailable surface water supplies. Ninetytowns in regional NS"
were at risk of evacuation The coal industryuses about 383 billion litres of fresh water eseiyear, which is enough for 52 million people.
There is no entra surface water asailable for an eansion of very thirsty coal mines. We need to protect ourwater sources forthe ensronment, First
Nations rights to water and town water supplies.
Climate change is alreadyhasng a big impact on inflows into water courses. The NSWDraft Regional Water Strategyfor the tvNcquarie
Castlereagh catchment esplained we could see a reduction in inflows by50% under modelled climate change scenarios by2070.
Groundwater reserves are alreadybeing oserentracted, with a recent reportfrom the Natural Resources Access Regulator finding one-tenth of
groundwater users are in breach of their licence conditions.
Coal mining poses an additional risk to our 'unseen' groundwater sources. Mning has the potential to fracture the rock substrate and lower water
tables.
Once the bed of a creek or stream is fractured the surface water is lost to that environment forever.
The risk to water supplies from contamination is unacceptable.
Climate Change:
NSWhas a target of becoming net-zero bycutting emissions by35% from 2005 levels. New coal mines would negate the government's own
targets.
Coal is dead as a power source We don't need orwant new coal mines. We want renewable energyusing minerals that are responsiblyand
ensironmentally soundly sourced.
The NSWgosernment should be injecting resources into improving the lithium recycling process, not being stubborn and mining for more low
value, unwanted coal.
The G7 has agreed to end government support for new coal power bythe end of 2021 Do not dig up anymore.
tvNlissa Gray
Convenor
Healthy Risers Dubbo

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:27:58 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3220
Submission
I haw been a regular tourist of this region in the past and have dose personal ties to this area. lam wdremelytroubled bythe affed that this
proposal will hae on not onlythe tourism industryin this area, but also the agriculture. I would 'isitthis region often and the benefit of the area is
it's stunning natural beauty. Should the natural beautyof the area be jeapordised, tourists such as myself will no longer choose to isit the area.
This will hae a drastic impact on the economic benefits of wealthy tourists spending at local hospitalityand accommodation enues. Although
outside of M.idgee, manylike myself preferthe more regional accomodation options available in the proposed area. This will not only impact the
local area, butthe reduction in potential tourists could have significant flow on affects to neighbouring areas like the Blue tuburitains and orange,
where tourists will opt for more scenic regional areas closer to the coast instead.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:24:03 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Hunters Hill 2110
Submission
To the NSW department of planning, industry and en'ronment,
urn writing as a concerned citizen of NSW and the future economic and en'Aronmental health of our country.
I would like to make it known that I am opposed to the release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas of NSW for coal exploration.
In light of the recent report released bythe IPCC, as well as international declarations aiming to decrease net carbon emissions by 2050, I think
that using this land for coal exploration is an economically and ecaironmentallyunfa'ourable idea.
Due to the shift if the global market from coal powered energyto renewable energy sources, lam concerned that this plan would nit be of economic
benefit to Ajstralia.
Aso, the most recent IPCC report (202 1) states that continuing CO2 emissions (which occurs through buming coal) rstll continue to compound the
effects of climate change, with 'extreme e'ents with low likelihood in past ... will become more frequent, and there will be a higher likelihood that
events with increased intensities, durations and/or spatial extents unprecedented in the observational record will occur (high confidence).'
Due to both the lack of economicallyxiable reason, and the potential destruction that the use of coal will bring to the environment, lam in opposition
of this plan.
Kind regards
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:21:36 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:21
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Oszewski
Last name
Kasia
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Katoomba 2780
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramalta N5W2124

Kasia OszEwski
Katoomba 2780
17 of August 2021

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam 47 wars of age and hae been isiting the area for 20 years.
lam absolutely opposed to the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. It is a precursor to mining and this must not happen under any circumstances.
There is no future in coal
There is a worldwide movement awayfrom coal power.
The G7 agreed to end goAernment support from new coal power bythe end of 2021. The International EnergyPgency has called for a ban on new
oil, coal and gas development. In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSWGoernment
describes one of its four actions as assisting with the phase out of thermal coal mining. So whythis? It doesn't make sense.
One of the greatest threats is to the regions precious water supply. The region recently came out of a long draught Mnes have significant negate
impact on the water resources of a local area. Even wqloratorydrilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in creeks
and riAers decreases. Once it is gone it is gone forewr.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We hae a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Any coal exploration must be stopped right now.
Yours sincerely,
Kasia Ctszewski
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:19:30 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ainabella
Last name
Pojer
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Wollongong 2500
Submission
I am horrified bythe prospect of more mines given the go ahead!
Lands rich with indigenous heritage, caves and rock paintings, native vegetation, waterways, the river systems in the rvlrrrayoarling and Cculbum
catchments that flow into the Hunter, Greater Blue bbuntains world heritage areas and the impact of8 possible mining sites and the disturbance
to natural springs ,creek flow, nafive wildlife, koalas , QrolIs and more that are alreadyimpacted bythe 19/20 fires
Can we reallyallow more desastafion to happen? I SAYNO... Myplea is to please ••44 Stop 4•0• before it's too late for hindsight!
Saw these areas for future generations Now
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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1240

From:
Sent:

17/08/20215:05:16 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 17:05
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Rosie
Last name
Brodie
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2843
Submission
To whom it may concern,
This is my grandmother's community this mine will affect. It will degrade the land, pollute the water and contribute to our already staggering
emissions. The most recent IPCC report, released only days ago, e'Adences whywe cannot be building anymore coal mines let alone ones that
will impact upon sacred V\itradjuri sites. We are already coperiencing 1.5 degrees of warming, heatwaws, bushtlres and drought have rawged
Rlstone in the past war. These are unprecedented events due to climate change. Building this mind jeopardises the health of future generations
The gowrnment has a duty of care for its people, this mine will abolish that. The community stands in opposition to the project, no amount of
meagre job offerings is worth the ensironmental and cultural damage this mine will inflict.
We sayno.
Firm regards,
Rosie Brodie
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20214:57:36 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
rutsry Ellen
Last name
Burke
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
lilyfield 2040
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronmenl
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

rdbry Ellen Burke
Lilyfield NSW2040

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mjreasons and/or how twill impact me are outlined below.

I have been isiting this area regularly over the past 30 years to isitfriends, enjoy the wonderful en'Aronment and to participate in growing
vegetables as well as running beehives This is a rich and diverse area full of Aboriginal historical sites and implements.
lam most concerned about the waythe proposed exploration and wining will damage and lead to more losses of aboriginal sites and our
heritage. The reports on the err.ironmental impact do not even acknowledge the existence of well know sites. The mining industryhas a long
history of ignoring local information and destro4ng irreplaceable heritage.
I'm also veryconcerned aboutthe impact of exploration and mining on the water in the area. Once it has been contaminated and or damaged there
is no retrievel. Water is crucial to our survival and the ongoing use of the land. Do not letthe exploration proceed. We Cant afford the loss

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1146

1242

From:
Sent: 17/08/20214:50:09 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:50
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2329
Submission
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
This would ha'e a huge negative impact on the land and specifically myfamilies sacred Aboriginal Sites within the proposed area for exploration.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

17/08/20214:50:04 PM

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:50
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Jan
Last name
(YLeary
I would like my submission to remain confidential

No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Spnngwood, 2777
Submission
Submission opposing the release of Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration
I recently learned of this proposal and felt compelled to make a submission as I know the area fairlywell as I lie in the Blue Fvbuntains and it has
been a faourite spot for short holidays by my husband and mhself.

This part of the world is enjoyed by many Alsitors al ready but its natural beauty has much more 'value in its potential as a significant tourist
destination than in its value ulfimatelyas a coal mine, particularly as it is clear the future of coal will be eryshort-lied.
The Rumker area runs along part of the border of the Greater Blue Fvbuntains World Heritage Area. This pristine area cannot accommodate any
more mining on its borders. Mning in the area is al ready a concern for the World Heritage Commission. The World Heritage listing will be placed
in egn greater threat should this proposal gain approval.
Natie egetation coers most of the area under consideration, waterways run through the area which is also home to seeral threatened animal
species, some of which rely on old growth forests to surie. I once saw a koala in the area. If any koalas stfll exist there, they and other fauna in the
forest must be protected Gien the destruction wrought by the recent fres, eery acre of native egetafion must now be presered.
There have also been recorded many sites of important Aboriginal heritage alue in the area, including rock art. These sites are of importance to
the Wradjuri people and mining is not an acceptable actiltyin or around these sites.
Needless to say local communities are opposed to coal mining in their area. Their 'Jews should be respected as theyhae to lie with the
destruction caused bymining and will forever hae to lie with the aftermath when mining companies pack up and leave - poss i bly sooner rather
than latergien recent Treas uryforecasts of weaker prospects for thermal coal exports and a continuing contraction in the NSW coal industry.
Particularly cons ideri ng the long term prospects for coal I would strongly recommend that this project be rejected and as much of the natural
enAronment that suries in the area be protected for future generations.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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1244

From:
Sent: 17/08/20214:31:25 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:31
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
John
Last name
Crichton
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Portland 2847
Submission
Coal mining in the 2020's
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
Of paramount importance, global warming is a fact, We haw ignored the warnings for wars, there is now no time to lose. Burning coal has to stop.
There is no future in coal if mankind has a future.
Other, in comparison, tristal reasons follow.
Mining will destroy estensive land areas and the water supplyfor agriculture and domestic use.
Pollution and negatiw health impacts can be aioded
Wldlife and habitatwill be destroyed. Extinction is a series of small cuts.
Coal must be transported. 'the global market is shrinking. It would require infrrastructure and transport for no purpose.
/Nternative emplonientwill be available for example, in solar and wind energyand imprce1ng electilcitysupply.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20214:21:40 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:21
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Stew
Last name
Gero
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
tvbunt /'/ctoria NSW2786
Submission
I would like to strongly oppose the release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration.
Mg primary reason is that now is wry, wry clearly not the ti me for new coal developments. Anybodywho has read the most recent IPCC climate
report would understand this Our climate is in crisis, and any new fossil fuel developments will only make the future more harsh for us and our
children. If we are to have any hope of keeping the climate within 1.5 degrees of warming, we must leaw these coal deposits in the ground. Having
al ready had to pack mytwo young children in haste and flee from bushflre once, I don't wish to face bigger, fiercer and more common bushflres in
the future. New coal developments now will only make fires, floods and droughts more intense and frequent - this is a fact that is not even
debatable anymore. In light of this I suspect it would be criminallynegligible to approve new coal developments. Please reject this proposal
If you need further reasons than this, the release of this land will also have negative impacts on the water resources of the region. In a dry continent
such as ours, using water for coal mines is not appropriate.
These coal developments; will have negative impact on agriculture, biodiwrsity, tourism, community health and house prices of the area.
Coal has served us well, but its time has passed. Let us look to the future. Please reject this proposed release of land.
Sincerely,
Stew Gem
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20214:18:09 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:18
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Alex
Last name
Reynolds
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2016
Submission
I strongly oppose the Hawkins and Rumker area being used for coal exploration. The areas should be protected and preserved.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20214:17:25 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:17
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted wlues are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Roger
Last name
Graham
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Waterloo,Sdney,2017
Submission
Roger Graham
Waterloo 2017

17th August 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M)Ireasons and/or how they will impact me are outlined below

Ha'Ang worked at a large ceerseas mine, and therefore, witnessing firsthand the en'ironmental damage caused by mining, it can not be
countenanced that any further coal mining development is acceptable. The following areas are of particular concern, and as a satisfactory
resolution to these concerns is not possible, I am requesting that the approval of this proposal be refused

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the gowrnment can assure that anyfüture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect nati'e vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communitywlues" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and
En'Aronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a sear, howruer, theyonly issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were adertsed for 29 and 30 July2021, het the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The only people in the region who were notified were landowners whose properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proded were one-off adAertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on R1stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they recei'o their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting was capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mjdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to ha'e a consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Gceernment will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA process. The Gowrnment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyceailable prior to its submission to Cabinet This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'Jding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain ulnerabIe to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

The worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
The Reserw Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more rable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions as
supporting diwrsrficetion of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mceing awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to ending public supportfor unabated coal generation byend of 2021.
The International EneravkiencvRoadmaoforthe olobal enerovsector states the world's coal will decline to lust one-fifth of current le'els bv2040.

1152

and to one-tenth by 2050

Vter
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Eploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiersityin waterways
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed eploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and \IiAndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clarrdulla; waterfowto Midgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek are thoroughly unique; 16 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negati vely impact the value of the amazing VVorld Heritage area
on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There area significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites hae already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect theses ites

Impact on the current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas coer approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short-stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks forewmple. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines proide a f ow of reenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the f ow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter is the biggest coal eport terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewadditional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nextfle years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofFustralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the esrsting businesses as people stop investing or move away— een if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and Bylong.
The cost of lMng, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines movie on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Fir, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mineworkers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heayload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto thing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and mbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heayearthmoing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, siolence, seaal assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are alreadybeing felt as people eperience acaetyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.

I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Roger Graham

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 16:07
Submitted by Anonymous
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Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
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Orange
Submission
Vvhywould anyone with half brain be considering another coal mine at this time? You do realise we are in a dimate and ex!ingtion crisis? Just
saying for the sake my Grandchildren and future generations.
I mytwentyears experience in dealing with the NSW Planning Department it is nothing more than a tool of the fossil fuel industry.
Sincerely,
Robert Miaughlin
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20213:44:37 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 15:44
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
DaAdson 2085
Submission
The science is in. New coal mines would cause irreversible harm to the human race. Stop the stupidity. Respect the wishes of the traditional
owners of the land.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20213:39:19 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 15:39
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Pip
Last name
kdler
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Caringbah South 2229
Submission
That this is een up for consideration only goes to show how little value the NSW and Australian Governments place on the en/ronment, the
mental, spiritual and physical wellbeing of its people and future generations and on the First Nations peoples who's unceded lands coal mining
devastates. Given the recent release of the IPCC report, that the prospect of more coal mining is up for discussion is ludicrous. We need urgent
climate actions now we need to be working with First Nations peoples in order to protect and presewe our ecaronments, not actively destroying it
The Government has a crucial decision to make that will direct the future of this country. I urge this assessment to be rejected, the Wradjuri people
listened to and respected, and instead, investment made into the sustainable future of this land. Climate action will bring about economic,
physical, social and spiritual prosperity. Pustralia is bountiful and well-equipped country for climate action: with wind, solar power and hydro
power plentiful. Wth proper investment and leadership, we have the potential to grow a large, sustainable and low-carbon economy. VVe don't need
more coal.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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17/08/20213:37:38 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
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Last name
Cox
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2848
Submission
Deputy Secretary, Planning and Assessment
Coordinator-General, Entronment, Energyand Science
Secretary
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
Dear Sirs,
I am writing to object to and oppose the NSW Governments plan to release new regions surrounding the Wollemi Wldemess and associated
forested areas around the Wollemi for Coal Mining exploration and leases. In particular, I vehementlyoppose the first 2 areas to be assessed
under the Strategic Release Framework for Coal and Petroleum Exploration proposal being those designated as the Hawker and Rumker Areas to
the North East of Rtfstone.
I have a legitimate and vested interest in objecting to this problematic proposal as I am a business owner running a short-term rental
accommodation business for tourists in Kandos. People come to stayat our accommodation to enjoythe outstanding natural assets of the region
including the unspoilt and pristine environment of the Wollemi wildemess and its surrounds, the beautiful landscapes, the rich and rare fauna and
flora of the region (293 threatened and endangered species), the clean air, the eztensi'e wineries and other agricultural assets. Msitors love to
partake in the outstanding outdoors recreation our region offers, all at low cost, including fishing, canoeing, cycling, bushwalking, off-road touring
and camping Finally, tourists are attracted bythe assets thatthe transitioning economydelwkr, in particular, the rich tapestryof arts communities
and indigenous (Dabee/ Wradjuri) heritage that the region supports.
This area is presently undergoing an economic transformation following closure of mining in the region more than a decade past and that
transformation is oriented to the future economies of tourism, associated services, new and traditional agriculture and through placing an
economic value on the en'Aronment.
The economic transformation has begun and what we do NOT need is coal mining interrupting our economic growth and spoiling our natural
assets. We do not need to 'andalise our local areas burgeoning economy by transferring our economic growth from small businesses and
agriculture to large coal miners such as Centennial Coal (owned bythe Thai multinational, Banpu) orother 5aian (most likelyChinese or Indian)
multinational coal miners. It is galling that you propose to transfer economic opportunities from Australians to overseas businesses. What a sell
out!!
People will not want to come stay at our short term rental in order to be blighted byAews of uglyopen cut coal mines, nor to breathe in dustywinds
blowing of mining earthworks, coal stockpiles and overused roads. Theydon't want to dodge large coal trucks or have endless coal trains shunting
up and down our isolated, pristine and beautiful valleys. Coal mining uses a lot of water (635 litres for each tonne of coal produced) which ends up
being polluted. Centennial Coal, the nearby miner, already has a poor environmental record with multiple instances of discharges of contaminated
water into the Cwks River and other streams. We don't want the multiple health and environmental problems the Hunter Valley has been suffering
due to coal mining. The process of exploration and drilling itself may cause cracking to sandstone substrates and lead to leakage ofwater from
streams and swamps causing environmental degradation and habitat loss. Riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast creek could be
lost along with the swamp grasslands and sphagnum moss bogs of Cwks creek. We have just come out of the second severe drought of the past
20 years and the upper Cudgegong River survived as an intact environment as the water supply is relatively undisturbed. Apart from the
environment the river guarantees town water to Mdgee and regional towns such as Kandos and Rti1stone. If the state Government hands our
water over to the coal miners we can't expect anyfurther water secuntyduring the inevitable and worsening droughts projected for the coming
decades.
Furthermore, Coal has had its dayand is an industryof the past Just as no-one builds steam trains anymore, no one will be using coal in the near
future for most applications excepting steel making. There are plentyof coal mines alreadyin production providing high qualitycoking coal for steel.
As a NSWcitizen who takes responsibilityfor mychildren's future, mycommunitys future and our environment seriously, I will not support mining
that contributes to man-made climate change. As far as I understand, this proposal is not even consistent with the NSWgovemments own goals
for net zero carbon emissions and the NSWGzvernment is well aware, from the 2021 Intergenerational Report they commissioned, that income
from thermal coal royalties is declining as the demand forthermal coal is rapidly decreas i ng.
On that note, I can assure you that, although the Berejiklian Government has done a mostly impress ive job in handling CO'v1D-19 and in running
our economy I will not vote for her partyand will definitely not vote for any Nationals candidate (who no longer even represent local farmers) due to
this reckless assault being proposed.
That is a guarantee- you have lost myvete and anyone else's I can persuade due to your insistence on going down this coal path.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
I am concerned of the enironment and Aboriginal Cultural Heritage impacts of the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
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Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 12:05
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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Paul
Last name
Tuttlebee
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Hersey Bay, (3d. 4655
Submission
Sirs,
I make this submission for many reasons: the enironment, damage to farming land, water resources, indigenous land rights, noise pollution, but
more than all of these, we as a species can no longer continue to destroy our planet This is not a planet with inlinite resources and we haw to
realise this, and tryto repair the damage we haw caused.
Thank you
Yours truly
Paul Tuttlebee

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
There is no need for further coal exploration in the region, particularly near such a vulnerable and carefully balanced en'ironment as Dunns
swamp. This is one of the few examples we hae of successful rehabilitation of pre'ious mining works that has led to a complex eco-habitat that is
sustainable and also has recreational importance to the NSWcommunity. The region has been seriously damaged bythe 2020 fires and needs to
be treasured and rehabilitated, not threatened with further destruction.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Cc:
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Submitted by Anonymous
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
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tvbuntWlson 2786
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
En'Aronmental assessment also identified almost 7,000 hectares of potentially threatened ecological communities, 22 threatened fauna species
and sixthreatened fore species.The negative impacts to biodivers ity from forest loss and coal mining would be catastrophic to the ecosystems
and en'Aronmental velues of the Greater Blue ribuntains World Heritage Area (\Nollemi Section).
Coal exploration and mining disturbs, contaminates and destroys waterways.
- Springs and bores can disappear through mining drilling and digging actiAtties.
- The manycreeks and rivers in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong catchments are at risk. The upper Cudgegong waterways are our town's
water supply, and this also flows into Wndarnere Dam, impacting Midgee and Gulgong.
The Cudgegong River catchment, which includes Rollen Creek montane peat swamp, has rare, unique plants and sphagnum bogs. These
ancient, pristine creeks and rivers that contain unique sandstone pagodas, gorges and mountain tops would be exposed to toxic runoff from coal
mining, coal dust pollution and destroyed byopen cut mining.
- Mning uses es!raordinaryvelumes of water. Wthoutwater, there is no agriculture, no communities, no tourism, no enironment, nothing to fight
bushfres with.
- Farms would be lost with up to —32,700 ha of land becoming coal mines.
- Ourfarms and food will sustain us for much longerthan a coal mine.
- Significant Wradjuri Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk. - Even if not mined directly, these can be damaged with
subsidence.
Exploring for coal alongside the World Heritage Blue Fribuntains National Park and the pristine Wollemi does not make anysense, economically,
sodallyor in the interests of the local community. Even the Government's the Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW(Strategic
Statement) acknowledges thatthe NSWeconomyis an economyin transition towards altemafiveforms of energy. Opening newareas for
exploration is shortterm political pork barrelling for big business at its worst
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No
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Strathtteld 2135
Submission
To whom it may concern,
lam stronglyagainst the release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration. This is informed by my understanding that we need to
mow awayfrom coal production for a multitude of enironmental, economic and moral reasons.
Regards,
Jules

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
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Cad ngbah South
Submission
In light of the release of the IPCC Report, it is ludicrous that the NSWGc',emmentwould even consider whether to release the Hawkins and
Rumker areas, for coal esploration.
The recent IPCC report is alarming, we are at a tipping point Climate change is accelerating faster than pre'iousIythought This is the decisiw
decade: we need urgent climate action now. We must all act now and especially politicians who represent us.
Our emissions reduction target for 2030 is far weaker than our strategic allies, and we risk missing out on the jobs and economic benefits that
climate action will bring.
Australia is one of the sunniest and windiest countries in the world, with the right skills and eçwrtise to create tens of thousands ofjobs in a low
carbon economy lam urging the NSWGawmment to listen to the science and dewlop a NSWwhole-of-economyplan to triple Australia's climate
efforts. We must get our greenhouse gas emissions down by75% in the nest ten tears.
If the Gawrnment is reallyengaging with and listening to First Nations Peoples, you would learn that the custodians and caretakers of this land
where the Hawkins and Rumkerareas exist, thatthe business of coal doesn't make anysense. No communityis better off socially, economically,
physically nor spirituallywtien it comes to coal!
Please I urge you with the IPCC report now out, to quite coal and to mow to 100% renewables by20301
You must find your courage.
Do this for younger generations and for the sake of all humanity. This is an emergency.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
Stop inwsting in dead technology lnsest in renewable energy lnest in the sustainable future for the residents in the area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Yes
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2008
Submission
Dear Honourable State Government members,
I am writing to you as a NSW resident and voter, distressed at the proposal issued to release the Hawkins and Rumker regions for coal
exploration.
Coal is dead. It is a thing of the past. It is not profitable without governmental subsidies, it ruins the land, water, fora and fauna all around it, and
most of all, contributes to the accelerating climate crisis we are facing NOW.
Please take a stance and set an example of how progressive, innovative and forward thinking the NSWgoAernment can be. Do not approve further
coal exploration in these regions or 5NYregions.
I ask you as an Australian 'Voter and concerned citizen of planet earth to focus sour resources and time in promoting renewable energy,
reforestation and wildlife rehabilitation programs to preserve our beautiful sunburnt country. No more coal. No more oil.
Sincerelyours,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/20212:28:22 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
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Ryan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Midgee
Submission
lam totallyopposed to this exploration, not onlybecause I live close to the area. Ganguddy/Dunns Swamp is a beautiful are with cathedral rock
walls and bushland which pro'ides habitat for venous species and leisure opportunities for humans. There is also the wider issue that coal is old
technology and we have plenty of opportunities to mine the areas already being mined while the world transfers to cleaner technologies.
Jorie Ryan
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2134
Submission
It is irresponsible for the goemment to consider approsing these explorations gien the state of climate change across the world.
In the response to submissions, please outline the impact that this deelopmentwill hate on climate change and climate policyin the country, and
how it aligns with the goal of reaching netZero by2050
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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17/08/20212:13:48 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 14:13
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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Last name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Peel
Submission
There are a signif cant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
Many of these are not het officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Re4ew of Enironmental Factors incorrectlystates there are no
known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local knowledge
pointing to many more sites
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Sent: 17/08/20212:06:16 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 14:06
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Caroline
Last name
Shepherd
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No
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SuburblTown & Postcode
MRRlCKv1LLE
Submission
To whom it may concern,
lam an Australian citizen, a NSW resident, and a mother, who ehemenflyopposes the proposal to create a coal mine in the Hawkins and Rumker
areas
I have two beautiful children, and nothing is more important tome than protecting their health and their future. Coal is a dirty, polluting and finite
resource, and its use has greatly contri buted to the climate emergency al ready affecti ng my children and all Australians. The deastating fires that
swept through parts of NSW only 18 months ago, and which we will probablyface this coming Summer, were a direct result of our warming
climate. lam calling on the NSW Gowrnmentto ensure it does not contribute further to the dimate change endangering NSW residents.
In particular, it is essential that the Gernment total ly abandons any plans for a coal mine in the Hawkins and Rumker areas., which are abundant
with Aboriginal cultural significance and threatened species of flora and fauna.
There are at least 45 ancient Aboriginal heritage sites in the region, including priceless rock art and grinding groows. The NSW Gceernment must
learn from the public outcrythat followed the destruction of the Juukan Gorge, and not carryout similar destruction of important and sacred
Aboriginal heritage sites in Central West NSW.
/s identified bythe enronmental assessment, this project would also threaten 7,000 hectares of ecological communities, and the bordering 100
kilometres of Greater Blue Nibuntains World Heritage Area.
The project could be devastating for 22 species of threatened fauna, including Koalas, Spotted-Tailed Quolls and the critically endangered Regent
Honeeater. The ecological assessment identified a further sixspedes of flora that would be affected bythis terrible project.

As smother and as a voter, I urge you to comprehensively reject anyproposal of building this coal mine, and ask this Gosernmentto committo
ameliorating the effects of climate change on NSW residents and our children.
Sincerely
Caroline Shepherd.
Iagree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
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Orange, 2800
Submission
Don't want to spoil this beautiful area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
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Last name
Strtkowski
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No
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2049
Submission
NO COAL/PETROLEUM E)tPLORATION IN HA\M<INS AND RUM<ER. NOT NOW NOT EVER.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
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Last name
Sage
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
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SuburblTown & Postcode
Lom NSW 2320
Submission
I oppose this proposed release of land for coal exploration
Surelythe only reason for coal exploration is to somehowjustify coal extraction. The International Energy#gency(lE#) has stated there should be
no new coal or gas fired power plants built The Intergowrnmental Panel on Climate Change (lPCC) adises a dramatic cut in CO2 emissions is
essential to avoid catastrophic climate change. Amajorityof Australians want real action on reducing our impact on climate change.
Australia already has ample coal mines to supply current and expected demand well into the future for both thermal and coking coal There
appears to be no demonstrated need for further exploration for coal and without that need, the application should be refused.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Sent:
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 13:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Mary
Last name
Wilkinson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Wattle Park 3128
Submission
I am opposed to this project because the latest IPCC report has made it clear that we must not have any new fossil fuel developments. Gobal
warming is the crisis we are foisting on our kids and grandkids.
lam also opposed to this project because it is offensive to the local Indigenous people. Theywere here first.
The NSWgovernment has a poor record on ensfronmental matters. Its time to sayNOto the corporates who seek short-term profits and crow
about"jobs" but ignore the long-term, irreparable damage that will result Its time to support new ways of job creation, for example renewable
energyprojects and indigenous tourism. We have a fascinating, unique countryand we need to protect it and promote its tourism potential.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 12:52:24 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 12:52
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
luNrgaret
Last name
Carey
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Laurieton
Submission
I do not beliee these areas should be opened up to coal mining for the following key reasons
Impact on Water - coal mining depletes key water sources and is a maajor contaminant
Aboriginal Heritage - the proposed mining would impact a number of key aborigi nal heritage sites
Climate Change - with the IPCC report barely week old, now is not the time to engage in damaging fossil fuel extraction
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes
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Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2785
Submission
To whom it may concern,
I am a resident of the upper Blue Fvbuntains and I am strongly opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal exploration. This
could lead to more coal mining, which must be prevented. Not only would the process of coal exploration be severely damaging to the proposed
areas, but the coal mining it could potential ly lead to di rectly contradicts the NSW government's net-zero goal. The international demand for our coal
(for which the majority is mined) is al readyfall i ng dramaticallywith anticipations for it to continue doing so as renewables become more vable. It is
absol utely economically and ensironmentallyuniable to continue efforts into coal mining.
As a Blue Fvbuntains residentwho frequents these surrounding areas I treasure our environments, and I beliee we are responsible for protecting
the habitat that prco/des for the native flora and fauna, many of which are alreadythreatened and endangered species. Coal exploration will cause
direct damage to unique habitats, and destroytal water resources in the local areas. We know that exploratory dnlling can crack and drain
underground aquifers, and coal mining to have immense negative impacts by the high usage of water and the contamination that occurs in the
waterways. lam highly concerned for the impact this would have on flora and fauna, as well as the undeniable threats it poses to the water
supplies for the towns reliant on the Rlstone Dam and Wndamere Dam. We have al ready been seeing our rural communities starved of water
over the past seasons, and the strain they have been under particularly in the tire seasons. Our regions are not reliant on coal, and the industry
does not provde the high numbers of employment it promises to our communities.
lam also highlyconcerned forthe impacts it would have on the Aboriginal heritage sites within these areas. Aboriginal peoples across Australia
have alreadysuffered the losses of countless sites atthe hands of mining efforts and as colonists on their traditional lands we are responsible for
protecting what remains. Although existing in local Vlilradjuri knowledge, manyof these sites are not officially documented, which puts them at
higher risk of being exploited for the lands on which theyhappen to be. This is no excuse to pretend that theydo not exist. Culture lost is irreversibly
lost
In light of the multiple crises we are all under, please consider the negative impacts this will have on a range of communities
Kind regards,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
Hawkins Rumker Proposed Coal Wing Exploration
Submission against the the proposed exploration
This submission is in relation to the inadequacies of the PRlAprocess
Any process of community cons ultation cannot be perfect. There are players in the system like fossil fuel industry lobby groups such as the
Mnerals Council, who have lobbying strength with government. Put simply they have time and money to spend in a waythat the local community
and the ordi nary voter like me does not This means their access to decision-makers atthe political level is orders of magnitude greater than
ordinary voters or local self-funded community groups. This is an important starting point in the creation of any meaningful system of community
consultation, and a reality check.
Wth this as the context, there are some glaring deficiencies in the PRiAprocess to highlight
1 The communitydoes not have access to the actual decision-makers The decision-maker in this process is ultimatelythe Mnister and Cabinet
The PRlAprocess is just one input into the MsisoryBodywhich will then input into the Mnisterwhich will then input into Cabinet. It is inconcekable
thatfossil fuel lobbygroups and players do not have access to members of government in a waythat the ordinarysoter does not. It is an acceptable
part ofour democracythat business which has a keyrole to playin the economywill be heard byMnisters and government Bycontrast, the role of
the communityva the PRiAprocess is so far removed from the decision-maker as to make it meaningless. The Alvsory body could easilyignore
or not accept the PRiAreport, and then the Mnister could easily not accept the Pdvsory Body/s adsice. No Mnister or member of Government has
attended anyof the zoom consultations as far as I know. Communitygroups need a seat atthe table with Mnisters and Cabinet so as to exercise
the same influence as industryand be heard direcltybythe decision-maker.
2. The report to be created bythe DPIE through the PRlAprocess will relynot just on community input, but also on expert input such as
geotechnical work carried out bya third parties. This keytechnical work is not available to the communityas part of the PRlAprocess. Therefore
there is no opportunityfor the communityto interrogate or comment on this information priorto it being considered and relied upon bythe DPIE
The community has a direct interest in these matters and from myattendance of a PRIAzoom call it is dearthere is substantial expertise in the
community that wants input atthis level. This process is not transparent
3 The report that will be created bythe DPIE through the PRlAprocess for deliveryto the klvsoryBoard will, I understand, not be made public. This
and the pre'iious point are glaring omissions. This is not a transparent process. The community is directly affected bythe proposal to explore
mining in this region. The failure to putthe information before them that will make up the final PRlAreport means communityis in effect not part of
the process, which goes conti-aryto the intent of the IC/C which recommended a transparent process be instituted.
4. Community consultation is only available at this very early stage. Should exploration be approved, then there is no other stage of community
consultation including at the stages of exploration licences being granted, or planning approval being given forthe building ofa mine. This
deticiencyis serious The DPIE staff who were present during myattendance of one of the PRIAzoom calls stated that one of the challenges of
producing a report for the #dsisory Board is that there is no particular proposal for an exploration licence or planning permission for a mine before
the DPIE. Indeed, this is an admission that the timing of this process is insufficient and likelyto be tokenistic only. Real consultation would include
a round of communityconsultation notjustatthis stage but atall critical stages including the issuing of exploration licences and planning
permission for the building of a mine.
/partfrom these glaring omissions itwas heart-breaking to hearfrom members of the local community indicate how this proposal bygovernment,
which does not end atthe end of community consultation, has caused stress and aniiety. Menypeoples livelihoods and futures are at stake. This
appears to have been wrongly understood bythe DPIE team as indicative of the need to complete the PRlAconsultation process quickly. This in my
iew is a misunderstanding ofwhatwas being said bymembers of the community. The uncertaintydoes not end once communityconsultation
closes, the uncertainty continues, and should the decision be made to open the area for exploration, then the uncertaintywill continue for many
years
Haing spent much of my career working in the field of administrative law, I am disheartened bythe failure of Government to create a process that
actuallyputs the main stakeholder - the community- first The law has a rich history ofenforcing government decision-makers to abide byrules of
natural justice and procedural fairness to ensure parties who maybe adversely affected bya government decision are given the opportunityto
contribute, comment and be heard at all sital stages. I strongly encourage the NSWGosernmentto revisit this process and create a more robust
framework to put communities fret
Importantly, the above is not a criticism of the hard work being done bythe DPIE group charged with carrying out this PRlAprocess. Theyare
working within the bounds of a policyand consultation framework created bygovernment You, however, do have an opportunityand I would say
mandate from the communityto make strong recommendations directlyto the Mnister (not merelyto the Pdvsory Board) on the failure of this
process and proade recommendations on how this process must be improved and expanded radicallyin the future
Yours sincerely
I aciree to the above statement
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I cannot understand a4iyanyperson would agree to the opening of new coalmines in nsw and specificallyin the area which you hae suggested
According to the last information on climate change we are headed fora disasterous resultfrom the past actions. No one in control seems to
realise the building effects of humanities action, so, I strongly reject anymore deeIopment of coalmines and want the government to put their
efforts into developing much more use of wind, water and collection of solarto mitagate the effects of burning coal in our country.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To whom it may concern
I beliese that exploration and mine development in the Rstone area will have
a huge negative impact on the community and enironment, you don't need to go far from our area to see what the impacts of ruining a community
by buy ng a lot of the landholders out( Good luck to them!!) but it is the ones that are left behind that suffer and then closing down the local store and
then the mine being stalled as it wasn't conducted or looked into ernironmentally property or otherwise. The Bong wlleyis ruined because of the
greed of thoughtless foriegn investors who could not care less about our communites.
During the drought from 2017-2020 we had insufficient water coming from Dunns swamp down the Cudgegong h'er it got to the point that it was
unusable for both stock and domestic use,and prior to the drought when the rain was well below aerage the ri'er stopped flowing from September
on wards this had a major impact on the flora and fauna that come with a river.
how is the river and our ground water supposed to maintain a healthystandard when it is wryscarce atthe best of times. As a farmer in the
R4stone districtthis will impact our business in a wrynegati'e waythe mine will replace 100 plus ,ears of farming in the area fora mine thatwill
only probably last 10-20hrs
we are forth generation Farmers with children who want to continue farming in this prestige area which has great tourism as well,
V\ts need to use the resource to its full potential were it alreadyexts meaning Ulan etc... not create a new problem for our future generations
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Vvhywould we risk the enironment for possible coal mines?
Possible outcomes;
1) No enronmental damage, no new revenue (lam happyto show NSWtreasuryhow to create a $1 Ion pa value adding income stream byhelping
people find housing but who cares if the lobbyst isn't getting paid?);
2) No economic case for new mines + some damage; or
3) Coal mines and environmental impact. As if the world needs more coal mines. This maybenefit someone but will cause a loss ofalue overall.
(probably reducing another Australian coal producer'svalue.)
lubre coal makes no sense. Let them search for Diamonds or gold if you ha'e to.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preli minary Regional Issues Assessment
Why are we considering a new coal exploration?
This sear, the G7 has committed to end public supportfor unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current leels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.
The proposal itself does not even proide an accurate map of the Hawkins Rumker area, It states there are no known Aboriginal objects or
declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna.

There is no indicafion of the damage to the the R4stone Dam catchment which is in the proposed exploration areas
There is no reason for this project to be approved.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I object to this new coal development. ltwill affect global dimate and will make Aistralia a worse place to live. This is against lPCC guidelines and
will be fought strenuously.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Dear NSW Gosernment,
I oppose opening up the Hawkins Rumker area for coal exploration. Coal exploration leads to coal mining and I believe we should be phasing out
coal mining and instead we should be establishing sustainable renewable energy projects. This country could be leading the world in renewable
energy, why aren't we?
Emma
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I am writing to voice mopposition to the opening of mining leases for exploration in Central West NSW, Hawkins and Rumker.
I am concerned about the potential for degradation to the natural environment. In particular, the region's water resources would be impacted - coal
consumes 6531t of water for each tonne of coal produced.
Wth catastrophic consequences of climate change looming, we need to be mceing away from coal mining. The NSWGowrnment itself has a net
zero goal.
I haw been a frequent'i/sitor to this region for its beauty. This region is now considered a pollution hotspot due to mining. Please help to curtail
further damage to the region.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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This is crazy. Let us mow awayfrom coal and get into renewable energy That is where we need to spend our money expertise and innowons
There is no need now to destroyanymore land for coal. We need to focus more on keeping natural habitats and dean waterways. I absolutely
object to this proposal.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
Hi my name is jason connor, i live in adamstown heights lam a Indigenous man born in orange i spent alot of time in the mudgee and rlstone
area over myears on earth . As an Indigenous man i feel wryconnected to mother earth it hurts me and mother earth what coal mining does to
hurt us and the planet.1 am oppose to this proposal based on the following THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
• One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies.
• Mnes haw a significant negatiw impact on the water resources of a local area.
• Ewn e>çdoratorydrilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in
creeks and riwrs decreases.
• Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
• Coal mining consumes apprceimate1y653 litres for each tonne of coal produced.
• Open cut and underground coal mines haw caused water contamination and have destroyed
biodiwrsityin waterways.
• Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
• The Rt4stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the
Cudgegong Riwr feeds into the water supplies of Rstone Dam and Wndamere Dam.
• The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ry4stone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterflowto rAidgee mayalso be negatiwlyimpacted.
• This region recenflycame out of a long drought. What will happen in our next drought if there
is a coal mine using so much of our water?
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism.
With what will we tight bushfres?
THE EFFECTS ON NATIVE ANIM5LS AND PLANTS:
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological
communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered
species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and
threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp
Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Corn Creek is thoroughly unique and would
be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatiwly
impact on the value of the amadng World Heritage area on our doorstep.
THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and
ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
tvNnyof these are not et officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Re/ew of
En'Aronmental Factors incorrectly states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local
knowledge pointing to manymore sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect
these sites.
SOCIAL & HEALTH lMLlCATlONS:
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
Underground mines must bring the coal to the surface
The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspot'. It has some of the highest rates for
respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaye'.ehides on our local and rural roads.
- The qualityof our roads is alreadywry poor and theyare not suited to increased or heavy load
traffic. Historically, mines in this council area haw been loath to put money into thing anytraffic
issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and ibralion will dramatically increase with blasting, heaye earthmceing equipment and
machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
- Coal is likelyto be transported on uncowred trains, trucks or overhead conwyors running
through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Air qualitywould be reduced due to coal dustfrom blasting, mining and transporting coal.
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly industrialised one and negatiwly
impact our mental wellbeing.
The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in eolence and
crime in the affected and nearby communities.
Socioeconomic driides form, as locals are often unable to comoete with the hioh waoes of
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miners who drive up housing and other costs.
THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ECONOMY.
Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas
cover approximately 32,700 ha of land and would directly affect 180 landholders.

There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and
productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This
revenue stays in the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the
tourism industry in the region include 'Aneyards, olive groves, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft
furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with mining:
tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mnes provide a flow of revenue to gceemments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however,
the flow onto local businesses and local communities is generallynot seen.
The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of
State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mning is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and 'eryfew
additional local lobs are created. Like many industries, mining is becoming more automated,
requiring fewer people. Over the neat five years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent
of new jobs across all of Australia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as
people stop investing or move away—even if the mine ultimatelydoes not get approAed. This
has already happened in nearby Ulan, Vrbllar and Bong.
The cost of liing, especially housing, is often driven upto levels locals can no longer afford, as
theycannot compete with the high wages miners receive.
Local towns close once the mines moss on as they no longer have the income from the mines
theywere dependent on; and unemployment and associated issues such as crime, increase. This
is the very reason strategies such as t ransitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required
QUES110N WHY WE NEED MORE CO/L:
I NSW government's own net-zero goal
I NSW government's 2021 Intergenerational report forecasts decreased royalties from thermal
coal as international demand falls, both globallyand from two of our major coal customers,
Japan and South Korea.
-i The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the
long-term as renewable electricity generation becomes more stable
The International EnergyPgency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas
development
The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power by end of 2021
I World wide trend to moss to sustainable energysources
I The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent
government policies.
It even contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal. 'Cpening up the
Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to the stated intent of"gising our coalreliarit communities time to adapt". This region is not
reliant on coal. This reasoning is
analogous to stating drug rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.
ISSUES WITH THE PRIA PROCESS ITSELF:
The problem with a 'proAsional assessment'. If onlya preliminary assessment is done, the full
extent of the social, economic and ensironmental impacts on the areas remains unknown and
recommendations made for release of the areas for exploration based on incomplete
information. This will be puffing landholders and residents in a state of limbo, unsure if their
homes and livelihoods will be lost As it is, some people are wondering iftheywfil bother
rebuilding atterthe fires when theymaylose it all again, this time permanently
DPIE has said the PRlAwiII be a desktop assessment However, there is limited data forthe
area, so conclusions maybe drawn without sufficient detail available.
I The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues that would come to light with a full
Ensironmental Impact Statement Water is likelyto be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker
Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgogong Riser and all that
relies on it downstream. This is unlikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminary' assessment
The Hawkins Rumker Resiew of EnJronmental Factors prepared bythe Government is
fundamentally flawed. The geographical area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal Objects or declared Aboriginal places in
the area, and no threatened flora and fauna. One questions how the government can assure
that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict ensrronmental management conditions
to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community salues"
when their own exploration approval failed to do this.
Lack of transparency-No transparent method has been prosrded for how the Government will
weight and evaluate the submissions.
.1 This submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have anysayin the process until we
are presented with the NSW Cabinet's decision.
Lack of real community consultation. The PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent
Commission Against Corruption recommendations that there should be community
consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand Ensironment has been aware of these
coal release areas for over a year, yet it has only issued notices for consultation in June 2021
The community consultations occurred after the submission portal was alreadyopen. . In-person
consultation was capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in b1dgee
(there are over 3000 people in the greater Ryistone region) Wth CO\ID outbreaks in Sydney,
the in-person consultation moved to an online format, with less than one week's notice. This
area has poor internet connectisityand the people here are not highly internet sassy. Expected
participation dropped rapidlywith the moss to online meetings
thank you for your time please think about the damage your causing to mother earth

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
It is ridiculous, if not downright criminal, to open up more areas for coal mining in this time of global heating, particularly after the recent release of
the latest IPCC report. Has this government gone mad?
I oppose releasing more land for coal mine development.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
In light of the release last week of the latest IPCC Code Red report, it is unbelievable and unconcionable that the NSW government is even
contemplating opening up any part of NSWfor more coal exploration and extraction.
Locally, coal mining can only have adverse en'ironmental, ecological and social impacts on the Hawkins and Rumkins areas.
rvbst importantly however, is the question: does the NSWCcvernmment have such little respect for current and future young Australians that it is
even considering new exploration for fossil fuel?
The new 2021 IPCC report is quite explicit that climaticallythe planet is very close to irre'ersable tipping points which, with continued burning of
fossil fuels, will result in catastrophic dimate outcomes.
Australians deserve betterthan Governments that onlyrespond to their short-term electoral cycles. We need leadership that recognises the
irrefutable science behind the climate warnings, and also recognises and respects the wellbeing of future generations and the planet as a whole.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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We cannot afford to hew one more gram of coal dug up. It is a prospect which threatens my health and wellbeing, and the future of myfamilyand
community.
Wradjuri Traditional Owners have said they don't not want this coal mine on their land twill denigrate social cohesion and undermine First
Nations' right to protect their Country.
It is an absolute farce to allow coal exploration in a time that coal is becoming less popular and more dangerous.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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lam writing to stress myopposition to the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. This exploration is a precursorto coal mining which is a
practice that must be stopped immediatelyforthe sake of our planet vtjdgee is an area that is important tome with friends liing and working on
properties that I am luckyto 4sit often. The actions of the Hawkins Rumker wçdorafion will impact them and the land in irrceersible and devastating
ways bycreating air, water, soil and noise pollution The impacts on the ecosystem will not only affect those lising there but also the animal and
plant life, manyof which are already endangered. The specific threat to water is greatly concerning for fish populations as well as water supplyfor
the region.
Please consider the research from professionals into the effects of coal exploration and mining before taking further action.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1196

1284

From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:33:16 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -11:33
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Darren
Last name
Burrowes
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2300
Submission
Coal mining and fossil fuels are nearing their sunset Please do not open any new coal mines and especial lyplease do not impact these beautiful
areas bordering national parks and precious water catchments.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1197
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:32:25 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 11:32
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Robert
Last name
Rosen
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
Coogee 2034
Submission
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration for the following reasons:
Issue
How it affects or concerns me

Lack of consultation
-

The Coemment has not informed the community properly.
There is no transparencyin how the Coernmentwill evaluate the submissions

Loss of our water
-

Coal exploration and mining disturbs, contaminates and destroys waterways.
Springs and bores can disappear through mining drilling and digging activities.
The manycreeks and riwrs in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong catchments are at risk.

The upper Cudgegong waterways are our town's water supply, and this also flows into Wndamere
Dam, impacting Mrdgee and Gulgong.
Wing uses extraordinaryulumes of water. \Mthoutwater, there is no agriculture, no

-

communities, no tourism, no entronment, nothing to fight bushitres with.
Ar & noise pollution
Coal mines operate at above normal recommended noise levels all dayewryday.
Traffic from trucks will increase and coal trains will run through our towns.
The dust and particulate matter from the mine and trucks/trains trawls for kilometres.
- Pollution is ineitable, e.g. the Hunter wlleyis now one of the most polluted areas in Australia

-

Impacts on our tourism
Our communityhas worked wryhard to build a thrising tourism industry. Tourism has sustained, long-term impact; mining is short term. kbnyof
our local businesses are incompatible with mining; tourists do not come to see coal mines.

-

-The landscape maychange irrewrsiblyif itis mined
Aboriginal heritage
-

Significant Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk - Even if not mined direcijy, these can be damaged with subsidence.

Town life
The threat of coal exploration and mining creates uncertaintyfor people. This results in people lea'ing, people no longer inwsting in the region,
and towns declining as people lose theirjobs. Bylong is the perfect example.

-

-

Veryfew if anyjobs are created by new mines. Properties and associated infrastructure are built for miners bytheir own people, not locals

-

Locals struggle to compete with high wages of miners which dries up housing and other costs.

Agriculture
-

Farms would be lostwith up to —32,700 ha of land becoming coal mines. - Our farms and food will sustain us for much longer than a coal mine.

Climate change and carbon emissions

-

Coal oroduces 2.42ko of carbon oerka of coal burnt An underaround mine also oroduces methane emissions

1198

-

The world is moing awayfrom coal —Australia must encourage innovation and renewables

I have not made any political donations in the last two sears
Iagree to the above statement
Yes

1199

1286

From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:27:26 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 11:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jennifer
Last name
Rae
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Gundaroo
Submission
This is a beautiful region near Ryistone that runs alongside the Greater Blue bbuntains World Heritage Area and includes impomtantwaterways,
koala and woodland bird habitat and Aboriginal heritage.
An estimated 910 million tonnes of coal is located beneath the Hawkins-Rumker area If this coal is mined and burnt, it is an absolute climate
bomb! lt simply must stay safely underground.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:20:57 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -11:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
2034
Submission
I think this area needs to remain a candidate for a World heritage site and in this day and age of climate change it is appalling to tfiinkthe damage
that might be done by more unnecessary coal mining. Especial ly cons idering the impacts of climate change already being experienced around the
world. Please do not wreak further damage to this pristine area of the world. For the sake of our future generations please keep it from mining.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1201

1288

From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:20:52 Atvl

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -11:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Sian
Last name
Duffin
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Tenigal, 2260
Submission
With respect, lam astounded thatwe are still seeking to open up more opportunities forfossil fuel exploration. The recent lPCC report states, with
a level of certainty and urgency not expressed before, thatwe must act now to slow down and eventually reverse global heating which is inextricably
linked to ourfossil-fuel led economy. This means thatwe must de-carbonise immediatelyand phase out existing coal mining and electricity
generation and certainlynot entertain newfossil fuel investment.
In addition, this undermines the excellent work that the NSW Environment Mnister Matt Kean has been doing on developing dean energy hubs,
making me wonder if our state government is actuallyon the same page as this is sending mbwd messages.
While the impacts on global warming are an extreme concern, lam also alarmed bythe damage that will be done directlyto the ensfronment on the
edge ofVi/ollemi National Park, espedallyas we are recovering from the devastating fires less that 2 years ago. Please consider the impact on our
biodsersitywhose loss, nationally, is among the worst in the world. Rememberthat ourfauna do not recognise the boundaries of the NP and this
development will certainly negatively impact their suwisal.
Let's be leaders in NSWand show the wayto a clean future that respects our natural environment. Thank you for your consideration
agree to the above statement
Yes
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1289

From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:10:22 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -11:10
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Cat
Last name
Evans
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2783
Submission
Proposed Mning of the Hawkins and Rumker areas, in part orwhollyis preposterous and an abomination! To allow this sort of practice of raping
these ancient areas simplyfor monetary gain makes me ashamed to be Australian. As a Community member I demand that NO such explorations
take place!
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:09:05 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -11:09
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
96123
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
To whom it may concern,
Please do not allow coal mining in the Rstone region including the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration, for manyreasons which I will explain. tvtj
name is
lam
years old and work remotelyfor a San Francisco tech company I hae isited the Rytatone area manytimes during mytrips
to Australia and absolutelylow this area. During mytime in uniwrsitystudying
t the Uniwrsityof Texas in Austin, Australia
was often an example of pioneers in enstronmental efforts and hastag incredible and unique species, landscapes and climates. I hae a great love
for Australia and this region and greatly appreciate your time and consideration to reiew mysubmissions.
Each submission will describe myconcerns in one of the following areas:
1. The personal impact of coal mining in the area for me and Australia's responsibilityand leadership in climate change
2. Pollution (water, air, noise)
3. Negative Community and Wildlife Impact
Impacts on VMldlife:
One of the things I look forward to the most when in the R4stone area is catching glimpses of the majestic Lyrebird and hearing their magnificent
songs. As well as thejos of seeing the Wombats, Roos and Echidnas roaming the land. Mning in the area will impact these creatures as well as
the manyendangered plants and animals that could result in losing those species completely. Mning in the area is a huge threatto the habitat of
the flora and fauna in the area which can have far reaching effects that are even more greatly compounded bythe effects of climate change.
Negative Community Impact.
Considering the impacts of coal mining on the potential loss of wildlife, the failure to support changes thatwill mitigate the speed ofdimate
change, and the pollution of water, air and noise. .. who would want to live in this area if there is mining, let alone who would wantto visit the area?
It is heartbreaking to think that friends and their neighbors would be driven out of their homes or lose the things they love about their home. All of
these factors can destroya communityand that, on top of everything else is whyit is simplynotworth considering mining here.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:08:13 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -11:08
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
96123
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
To whom it may concern,
Please do not allow coal mining in the Ryistone region including the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration, for manyreasons which I will explain. rvi
name is
lam
ears old and work remotelyfor a San Francisco tech company. I have visited the Ryistone area manytimes during mytrips
to Australia and absolutelylove this area During mytime in university studying
the UniversityofTexas in Austin, Australia
was often an example of pioneers in eccironmental efforts and haing incredible and unique species, landscapes and climates. I have a great love
for Australia and this region and greatly appreciate your time and consideration to review mysubmissions.
Each submission will describe myconcems in one of the following areas
1. The personal impact of coal mining in the area for me and Australia's responsibilityand leadership in climate change
2. Pollution (water, air, noise)
3. Negative Communityand Wldlife Impact
Water Pollution:
While studying Hydrologyas part of mydegree, we reviewed countless case studies of how mining could completely destroy a communityby
poisoning the water supply. Considering the droughts and other impacts of climate change, we should be extremely careful to protectwater for
ourselves and the environment that supports us. The Ryistone area has many natural springs and ponds which are at risk as well as the
underground aquifers that supplythem. Drilling could have irreversible impacts on the water in this area, both from draining the aquifers and from
contaminating the water quality. Water is the basis of life; we cannot afford to lose it Especiallywhen we will need it to fightfres in the area and
grow food. And again, it will notjust affect this area, but the surrounding areas that are fed bythe water supply such as rvl..idgee, Kandos, Charbon
and Clandulla.
Ar Pollution:
Coal mining releases harmful air pollutants that can be lethal. It produces Nitrogen dioxide which reacts with sunlightto form ozone, which we
know Australia does not need more of. Coal mining also produces methane which is a huge driver of greenhouse gases that is accelerating
climate change. There is also the particulate matter that spreads overthe land and kills wildlife and pollutes the water. We alreadyhave
uncontrollable tires in the area that create toxic air, so there should not be anyaddition to air pollution that is within our control such as allowing
mining in the area. I cannot imagine being in this area and not ha'ing the pristine airto breathe deeplyduring the long hikes I take.
Noise Pollution:
The noise levels associated with all stages of coal mining are estremelyhigh. This again will have negative impacts for people and wildlife. It is
another reason that would drive wildlife away and in the absence of wildlife, landscapes change in ways we won't be able to predict. Noise
pollution is another huge factorthat would make me lose interest in this area because one of the things I cherish is the fullness of nature sounds
the birds, the wind in the giant Eucalyptus trees- and absence of human made sounds.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1206

-
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:07:13 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -11:07
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
96123
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
To whom it may concern,
Please do not allow coal mining in the Rstone region including the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration, for manyreasons which I will explain. rvj
name is Ellen, lam 30 years old and work remotelyfor a San Francisco tech company I have isited the Rytatone area manytimes during mytrips
to Australia and absolutelylow this area. During mytime in uniwrsitystudying Geographyand Biologyat the Uniwrsityof Texas in Austin, Australia
was often an example of pioneers in enstronmental efforts and hastag incredible and unique species, landscapes and climates. I have a great low
for Australia and this region and greatly appreciate your time and consideration to reiew mysubmissions.
Each submission will describe myconcerns in one of the following areas:
1. The personal impact of coal mining in the area for me and Australia's responsibilityand leadership in climate change
2. Pollution (water, air, noise)
3. Negative Community and Wildlife Impact
The personal impact of coal mining in the area for me:
I tryto make it to Australia each year to 'isitfriends and enjoythe unique landscapes and places. From a stop at myfaverite beach, Shellybeach, to
the incredible drive through the Blue tufauntains, I low stopping along the drive to the Ryistone area to shop at local stores and see the special
lookouts. If there is mining in this area, I will not be Aisiting anymore. I will not support the degradation ofa pristine area with unique wildlife and
Aboriginal art and ceremonial sites. There are other fantastic countries I will support and have friends meetthere. This area will lose the money I
spend if there is mining. It is heartbreaking that mining is even being considered.
Australia's responsibilityand leadership in climate change:
LiAing in Northern California where the Dixie tire (currentlythe 2nd Iargestfre in California historyAND still growing) is filling the airwith toxic
smoke, wiping out communities and burning natural treasures like Lessen National Park, it is all too clear how much climate change is rapidly
changing the world we live in. And further how absolutely critical it is thatwe as peoplejoin forces to drastical ly create change to mitigate the
destruction by reducing our carbon footprint and thinking ahead.
In the Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSWthe Government describes one of its four actions as supporting diversification of
coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out of thermal coal mining. And the Net Zero Ran Stage 1:2020-2030 is the foundation for
NSWs action on climate change and goal to reach net zero emissions by2050. Considering these goals and actions in addition to the fact that
Australia exports 75% of its coal to countries who are also following this worldwide trend and commitmentto mow awayfrom fossil fuels and thus
coal, it does not make sense to mow in a direction of mining more or in new locations. Especiallywhen the International EnergyAgency Roadmap
for the global energysector states the world's coal will decline tojust one fifth of current levels by2040, and to one tenth by2050. Even if the NSW
government wants to tryto squeeze out more moneyfrom coal in the ne4 decades, the costs of en.ironmental degradation cannot be reversed or
purchased back.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 11:02:20 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 11:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2050
Submission
Coal is not needed in the country's transition to a low carbon economy, it is not even needed for the transitionary period when other fuels such as
natural gas are in circulation. In orderto meet our Paris Agreements, and alongside many other countries, the banning of new or exploratory coal
fields should be ruled.
It's a shame that Australia feels the need to keep reliance on coal and otherfossil fuels when the country/could be a renewable powerhouse.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 10:55:28 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 10:55
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Zachary
Last name
Picker
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
marrick/lle
Submission
Hi
I'm writing to oppose the release of these areas for coal exploration. Firstly, the lands are rich with indigenous heritage. I have been on many
bushwalks with an Aboriginal friend of mine through these areas, looking for art and sites to document It is readilyclear tome that only small
fraction of such sites are actual ly documented and there are presumably many more --- the least we can do is care after these areas. Secondly, we
have a duty to preserve what remains of the fragile forest and river ecological systems in our state. Where I live, the local river (the Cooks river) is
the second most polluted river in Pusfralia. As the climate crisis worsens, increasing bushitre severity and harsher summers will al ready stress
these important natural habitats around Sydneyand NSW. There is no need to stress them further, especiallyfor an industrywhich is on its dying
breath as renewable investment onlyincreases. (Of course, there is also no reason whya country, which is partyto the Paris Accords, should
activelybe investing in more coal in the future, when we are alreadyno where near reaching our carbon goals).
regards
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 10:54:08 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 10:54
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Richard
Last name
Ranson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Black Springs, 2787
Submission
Dear sirs,
I wish to object in the strongest terms to the release of this area for coal mining exploration and development.
The Iockdown has shown how greatly appreciated and veluable these natural and relatively undisturbed precincts are to all citizens. What a shame
to risk destroying this for such a short term actiitywith such a limited future as coal mining.
The recent bushfres and threats to native endangered species only increase the foolish short term thinking that plagues our gosernmenfs
pandering to old money. Think of the future, and save this area from mining!
Yours faithfully,
Richard Ranson
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 10:46:33 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 10:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
tvNlinda
Last name
Loe
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Fishermans Paradise 2539
Submission
I stronglyoppose this exploration going ahead for the following reasons
1. Climate change
Earlier this month, a United Nations report bythe worlds leading climate scientists issued a code-red for humanity. Releasing further land for coal
exploration at this point is irresponsible. This is a time for lowering emissions, not seeking ways to increase them.
2. Always was, always will be Wradjurt land
The exploration is againstthe wishes of traditional custodians, and puts at risk and/or will destroyo'er45 Aboriginal heritage sites. We need to
learn from the terrible destruction caused byother exploration and mining sites in Australia, that have been condemned internationallyand caused
incredible loss and trauma for Indigenous people.
3. Threat to natural envronment -28 threatened species have been identified in areas proposed for coal exploration. The enironmental
assessment identified almost 7,000 hectares of potentially threatened ecological communities, 22 threatened fauna species and sixthreatened
fora species. Fauna at risk includes koalas, spotted-tailed quolls and the critical ly endangered regent honeyeater.
4. Economically unvable
a. It is very clear that tarrifs will be imposed on coal in the nottoo distantfuture - even iffuture Australian governments don't do so, other countries
will. Imposition of tarrifs needs to be factored into economic assessment of the project.
b. Loss of potential eco-tourism ventures in this area, and threatto tourism in the Mrdgee region, which in 2020 was ranked among the top 10
emerging destinations in the world according to travel website, Tripadesor.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Sent:

17/08/2021 10:32:52 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 10:32
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jan
Last name
Marshall
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Bilgola Plateau
Submission
lan against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal elorafion for the following reasons.
Coal exploration and mining disturbs contaminates and destroys waterways.
Wing uses large volumes of water, without water there is no agriculture, wildlife, ecaironment or water to fight bushfires
Pollution and noise and dust is ineitable, causing harm and distress to humans and wildlife
There will be considerate risk to Aboriginal Heritage sites.
Farm land will be lost, with Australia's increasing population food is needed to sustain us.
Because of climate change the world is moing awayfrom coal. Australia must also move awayfrom Coal.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 10:23:20 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 10:23
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Eleebana2282
Submission
The important ecosystem of the area needs to be protected. It is against all enironmental recommendations to consider new coal exploration. No
more valuable land should be destroyed. We have to invest in a future away from coal for our future generations.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 10:17:30 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 10:17
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Rick
Last name
Madigan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Wentworth Falls 2782
Submission
Myname is Rick thkidigan and I live in the Blue bbuntains. lam a father of 3 and grandfather of 2.
I lose nature and am very familiar with the Ryistone / Dunns Swamp and Gardens of Stone area. My biggest concern is that, hasing bought up my
kids to appreciate and experience the ensironment, our current generation are busywrecking It - so that their future quality of life will be one fraught
with anuietyand fear and their natural antidote -nature -will be completely diminished.
On this basis I am writing to you to state mytotal opposition to opening up the Hawkins Rumker area for coal exploration. This must be stopped
now.
This proposal is inconsistent with our commitment to the Paris Agreement, and it comes at a time when there is a global trend to move from fossil
fuels to sustainable energysources the lEAhas suggested an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development; the G7 has confirmed their
countries will end all government support for new coal power at the end of this year, and most telling is the recent UN assessment that the latest
IPCC "state of the ensironment" report signifies a code red for humanity.
lam left stunned that no-one in government appears to be seeing all of this writing on the wall..... despite it being writ in bold, capital letters!
We know that despite the many initial promises and commitments of the coal companies, the net outcome for local farming regions is negative in
the long teen —there are issues around indigenous heritage, its life-gising water, its fora and fauna and the communities themselves -which
become fractured and suffer both social and health issues.
Please look at the long term picture and say no to this proposal
Thankyou
Rick bbdigan

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 10:00:19 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 10:00
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Rosemary
Last name
Jackson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Leichhardt, NSW, 2040
Submission
lam a retired senior who, in pre Coid times, has tra'elled widely in many parts of this amang country and lam totally opposed to the creation of
more mining areas.
There are no scientific reasons I can put forward - I guess there will be manyof those to consider. I find it quite bewildering that there is a plan,
being considered, to open more coal mining, in times when ewn greedybanks are withholding their funding for such ventures.
The IPCC report, released in the recent date, clearly elained the dire situation we have brought about
Land use, flora, fauna, water in the area, are all special and irrecoverable, once mines sweep through for some tears, remceing polluting fossil
fuels for the financial profit of a few.
PLEASE do not permit this atrocityto be perpetrated. Surelysome renewable energy projects could be created to employ similar number of locals.
RosemamyJackson
Leichhardt, NSW
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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